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VividGlass India = Streamlined Global Agility

We’re thrilled to announce the opening of VividGlass India, the latest addition to our world-class manufacturing facility in Pune
and an extension of our US-based VividGlass operations. The addition of VividGlass India is an exciting development that brings
our fastest growing material segment—VividGlass laminated glass—into our F+S India manufacturing mix.
For F+S customers and projects in India, Europe, APAC, the Middle East and beyond, the benefits are many.
First and foremost: It means that VividGlass, like all products
manufactured at F+S India, is now available at significantly
reduced lead times because the glass no longer ships from our
US VividGlass facility.
And, rest assured, faster delivery times don’t mean fewer choices
or compromised quality or design options. Our entire VividGlass
portfolio is produced in Pune—from ViviChrome to ViviStone and
the rest of our VividGlass line. You have an immense palette of
options to draw from and full creative reach.
Our Pune VividGlass teams are skilled professionals with expertise
at every level: design engineering, project management, and
manufacturing. You, your customers, and your projects are in
capable hands.
In addition, we use the same raw materials and glass
manufacturing equipment and processes in India that we use in
our US VividGlass facility.
Finally, because VividGlass India operates from roughly 40,000
square feet of manufacturing space, we’re equipped to handle
projects of virtually any size or scale.
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NEW TO F+S INDIA?
If you didn’t know that Forms+Surfaces has a world-class
manufacturing facility in India, read on.
F+S India operates from approximately 100,000 square feet of
manufacturing and office space including the roughly 40,000
square feet devoted to VividGlass.
Established in 2010, our Pune location supports F+S customers
and projects throughout India, Europe, APAC and the Middle East.
It also hosts our global engineering center and sourcing operations
and serves as headquarters for F+S sales offices throughout India,
in Mumbai, Bangalore, Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad and Cochin.

The bottom line? Wherever in the world you are, you get the same
high-quality VividGlass products, the same efficient delivery times,
and the same exceptional customer support from start to finish.
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In Pune we manufacture a wide range of F+S Architectural
Products and Systems, including Wall and Column Systems,
Elevator Interiors, LightPlane Panels, and Doors. We also
produce many of the F+S Surfaces used in these systems:
Bonded Metal, Bonded Quartz, Stainless Steel, Fused Metal,
and now—VividGlass.

NEW TO VIVIDGLASS?
VividGlass laminated glass offers a remarkable breadth of
possibilities. More than simply a finite palette of options, this
highly configurable group invites you to combine different visual
elements to achieve the end results you desire.
Each VividGlass family is broadly defined by its visual
characteristics: ViviChrome brings solid colors to life; ViviGraphix
adds graphic elements; ViviSpectra incorporates photos and
other continuous tone color imagery; ViviStrata features precise
etched designs; ViviStone brings the beauty of real stone to glass;
and ViviTela captures the rich look of woven materials.
Beyond the glass itself, our interactive Design Tools build on the
versatility of the VividGlass program and put creative control at
your fingertips. You can explore all of them on our website.

The decision to bring VividGlass into our India manufacturing
mix was a logical one: As our International business has grown,
VividGlass has become an increasingly popular choice for use
in the F+S Systems already manufactured in Pune. To improve
regional efficiencies and keep pace with this growing trend, we
expanded our India manufacturing capabilities in June 2018 to
include this versatile material.
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GLOBAL AGILITY
We’ve worked on hundreds of prestigious installations from our manufacturing plant in Pune. You’ll find our products in corporate offices,
airports, restaurants, hotels, private residences and more—take a look at our Project Portfolio.
Now, with VividGlass manufacturing in Pune, we’re even more agile. Know that wherever in the region you are, VividGlass India and the entire
F+S India team are ready to help bring your projects of all shapes and sizes to life.

www.forms-surfaces.com

